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Introduction: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the gold standard defin-
itive treatment option for benign biliary disease. There has been in-
creasing interest in novel robotic surgical techniques; robotic
cholecystectomy (RC) represents the most recent innovation in the
management of gallstones. The IDEAL Collaboration has provided guid-
ance for the rigorous and comprehensive reporting of surgical innova-
tions, despite this, transparency in patient selection has been limited.
We aimed to assess the reporting of patient selection in studies report-
ing RC.
Method: A collaborative, systematic review was conducted in accor-
dance with the PRISMA guidance to identify all published studies
reporting RC. Study specific inclusion and exclusion criteria were de-
tailed in a protocol.
Results: Searches identified 1425 abstracts; 90 papers were included for
data extraction. Inclusion criteria were reported in 38 (42%) studies.
The most frequently cited were age (20%), aetiology (20%), presence of
symptoms (16%) and comorbidities (10%). Forty-nine (54%) studies
reported exclusion criteria. Numerous and variably reported exclusion
criteria were reported; acute cholecystitis (26%), previous abdominal
surgery (25%), comorbidity (17%), pregnancy (13%), common bile duct
stones (13%) and pancreatitis (10%) among others. Seven reported no
exclusion criteria. Three reported numbers of patients who declined
RC.
Conclusions: Patient selection criteria were inconsistently reported
and when present lacked standardisation. Concern persists around
patients being “cherry picked” for inclusion in studies reporting inno-
vative robotic surgical procedures, making interpretation and applica-
bility of results impossible. Standardised inclusion criteria are needed
to enable greater transparency and reproducibility to ensure the safe
adoption of new technologies into clinical practice.

practice, Maggot Debridement therapy has not been widely applied.
Case presentation: A 63-year-old lady admitted to a general surgery
ward with uncomplicated cellulitis of the right leg. After 2 days, the pa-
tient then was diagnosed with Necrotising fasciitis which was treated
with wound debridement. Postoperative histopathology specimen con-
firmed necrotizing fasciitis V.A.C. VERAFLOTM Therapy was used post-
operatively followed by two more debridement sessions. To reduce the
need for further surgical debridement Maggot Debridement Therapy
was started. Over the next 3 weeks, six sessions of Maggot
Debridement therapy were applied to the infected area. Skin grafting
then was performed 3 months later. The patient then discharged home
with regular surgical fellow up.
Conclusions: NF is a complex disease, associated with high morbidity
and mortality. Multimodal therapies are essential to achieve aggressive
yet conservative wound debridement with preservation of viable tis-
sue. This case report showed that MDT is a feasible, safe, cost-effective
option that to be added to the other treatment modalities
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in which surgical innovations are reported may affect adoption into
clinical practice. The aim of this study is to understand how robotic PD
has been reported as a surgical innovation.
Method: A systematic review is being conducted by the trainee led
RoboSurg Collaborative. A literature search was performed to identify
primary research reporting outcomes of robotic PD. Articles are being
screened in duplicate by title and abstract, then by full text review. The
following data will be extracted: study methodology and rationale; cen-
tre, surgeons and patient details; governance and ethical considera-
tions; learning curves; details of the intervention, including
modifications; and how outcomes were reported, including use of core
outcome sets. The data will be analysed using a narrative synthesis
method.
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